
NI HAO IN CHINESE WRITING AND MEANINGS

Chinese-English dictionary: ä½ å¥½ (ni hao / nÄ hÄƒo) (English translation: "hello") as Chinese character including
stroke order, Pinyin phonetic script, pronunciation.

So today, no longer a student but a Chinese teacher, I have a message for non-native students of Chinese:
radicals are a woefully inadequate method to master characters. River and lake , wash and rinse , and sweat
and tears all contain the water radical on the left. Guten Tag! They will then have the opportunity to vote-up
your tag if they feel it is accurate and helpful or flag your tag if it is inaccurate or has other issues. About
tagging When you tag a definition, it will be instantly visible to all users who view that definition. These
special pronunciations of "Ni hao" for foreigners seem so deeply ingrained that they sometimes come out that
way even when Chinese are speaking to individuals whom they know to be completely fluent in Mandarin. I'll
describe this system in detail in an upcoming post, but if you can't wait, download " Laokang Character
Conqueror ", for iOS devices, on the Apple app store. Turn to that page and you will find the pronunciation of
that character min along with its definition cotton. To make it easy to find the keys, they are organized into 10
categories, such as "animals" and "tools". Even electronic dictionaries require three steps: scroll through the
radical list, and after clicking the one you want, scroll again through a long list of characters which include
that radical, and finally click through to that character's definition. Learning Basic Conversational Tools An
interrogative particle, "ma" â€” what is this? Neither are radicals good even for indexing, especially if you do
not write fluently. Generally speaking, a Chinese character is equal to a syllable, with a beginning consonant
and a vowel that carries a tone. Whatever mode you choose the initial learning process is very much the same.
Then look to a second table section 64 in this case to find over characters with the radical , arranged by how
many strokes the rest of the character contains. The system works best on touch screens. This is an advanced
feature. The tree radical's number is 64 in the dictionary I use. Also, only tag a definition with a measure word
if both the traditional and simplified forms of the measure word are known. The water radical, for example, is
in more than different characters. Not all nouns or actions are quantifiable, and as such do not necessarily have
official measure words. It is also possible that a single term contains multiple definitions, each specific to
completely different regions i.


